Verse 1:
Dm       Fm6  G7             C
There is no reason for sadness
    Cdim G7                   C       A7
Brush away that frown dear, Blink away those tears
Dm       Fm6 G7                    E7     Am
I've found a way to spread glad—ness
E                          B7                E     G7
Hum away your doubts and fears -   Just...

Chorus:
C    C7    F     Fm6
Hm-mm, Hm-mm
C    Cdim      G7           D7     G7
Hum all your troubles away, dear
C    C7    F     Fm6
Hm-mm, Hm-mm
C    Cdim          G7                       C
Skies will seem blue, tho they’re grey
    CM7  Em    Am  Em
-And you-’ll find- Fate-  is kind
    Am      G7    Dm  G7             D7 G7
-When hearts- are filled- with sorrow
C    C7    F     Fm6  C  Cdim  G7      C
Hm-mm, Hm-mm, Hum all your troubles away.

Verse 2:
Dm           Fm6 G7                  C
When there’s a hole in your heart, dear
    Cdim G7                   C       A7
Letting out the sunshine, Letting in the rain
Dm    Fm6 G7                        E7     Am
That is the time you should start, dear
E                          B7                E     G7
Let me hear you hum again-     Just...